OHJAC
Minutes of the Committee Meeting
Held at Barbara Pitson's on September 2nd 2004

The Vice-Chairman chaired the meeting in the chairman's absence
1. Apologies for absence	Jim Beed
2. Minutes of last meeting	Copies had been sent to all members and was also on the website
3. Matters arising from the minutes	
There had been a problem with putting route cards on the website as they are on an Excel spreadsheet and would take too long to add them
There is now a link to Pete's evening course 'Walking on Dartmoor' together with a link to the Code of Practice
We discussed whether people would object to having their picture on the website on the previous events section.  It was decided it was up to an individual to opt out and to go ahead putting photos on the website from earlier walks.
Pete would add a thank you to Carolyn and Barbara on the website for all their hard work in organising the barbecue which was deemed a great success
The proposed stay in the bunkhouse at on Exmoor was found to be too expensive and there were no nights available at Brimps Farm until the end of January 2005.
The Tuesday walk went ahead with only Jim and one new lady member.
4.Reports
Chairman	Read by the secretary	. There were 2 matters for consideration by the committee:
a)	Proposal to join the East Devon Sports Council.  Jim Beed had attended the AGM on June 7th 2004 as secretary of the Backpackers Club, a position he no longer holds.  The purpose of the Council is to bring together representatives of all the local sports organisations to discuss matters of mutual interest.  The annual subscription is £10.
b)	The efficiency of the website and use of emails to advertise events and contact members.  Jim had sent a number of emails to the Events Secretary with details of a proposed walk to be entered on the website.  These emails had not been received and acted on and it was left for the Treasurer, who has the email addresses of members to email everyone with the details.  Unfortunately a number of these emails bounced back and the Treasurer had to phone a number of members instead.  Only one member turned up for the walk which still went ahead.
Secretary	Had received one phone message from someone enquiring about the club.  A message was left on their phone with details of the website etc.  The secretary's phone number is given on the BMC website and also on a Google search. 
Treasurer	There is a balance of £307.50 - boosted by a £10 profit from the barbecue.  There were no expense claims by committee members.  We re-enrol with the BMC on Jan 1st 2005 and it was suggested we charge a smaller rate eg £7 for membership, and use some of the funds towards next year's membership.  It was suggested we discuss this at the next meeting in December.
Events Secretary	'Walking on Dartmoor’ evening course is linked to the website and may bring us new members.  The 2 walks on the course would be open to OHJAC and advertised on the website.  Both walks are likely to be in November: Shipley Bridge - Saturday 13th November & Belstone - Sunday 28th November (or possibly after Christmas).  The Mince Pie walk would be on either Monday 27th or Tuesday 28th December.  Pete will ask Chris if he can lead walk or otherwise Peter Fletcher will lead.  Date and walk to be confirmed.
Future events - a weekend trip, early in March 4 - 6 March 2005 possibly in the Brecon Beacons.  Pete will contact hostels for availability and put details on website.  Then members could book / reserve beds individually and to link up with others to arrange transport.  Other suggestions were the Cotswolds - Cheltenham YH or the Shearings Hotel in Cirencester.  (Carolyn will report back after her visit there next week).  B & B’s are now competing with YHs on price.  Peter Fletcher suggested an August trip to the French Alps, in the village of Morillon where his daughter has an apartment.  There are good walks in the area & around Chamonix and into Switzerland nearby and plenty of places to stay.  Flights to Geneva from Gatwick & possibly from Bristol or by car, about 600 miles using the Dover to Calais ferry.  
Social secretaries	Wine and Cheese evening planned for November.  Carolyn and Barbara will liaise with Peter Fletcher regarding the Venture Hall in Budleigh Salterton, next to St Peter’s School, and book a Saturday evening, ideally 20th November, or 13th November as it is likely to be more difficult to book nearer to Christmas.   The cost will be £3.50 a head to be paid to the treasurer no later than one week before.  Jim will present his slide show if he is available.  Members will be asked to bring / send a photo taken on one of Pete's walks for a quiz on the night.  The details and application form will be amended on the website.
Another suggestion is to use the hall as a lunch spot on an East Devon walk, or even for cream teas! 
5. Matters for discussion
	a)	Membership of the East Devon Sports Council.  Pete Wilson had been to meetings of the EDSC in the past. He explained how it worked and we concluded that as we had only four vacancies for new members it would serve no real purpose in us joining. We have no knowledge about the other members, the Ramblers are not members, and it would mean having to discuss who would attend the meetings throughout the year.
	b)	The reason for the problem with emails not reaching the Events Secretary was the use of his Community College email address throughout the summer during vacation time when Pete was not there to pick them up.  It was agreed the best way was to email via the website which would reach his private email address.  A few people had provided SAEs if they had no internet access which he had used. The walk on the 5th September had only one member plus the leader partly due to the fact that many members were away on holiday at the time.
AOB
At the next AGM we will ask for a volunteer to help update the website as it was not always easy to update it at short notice.
We need to discuss if we should change our details when re-enrolling with the BMC with more information about ourselves eg OHJAC – Exmouth, and deadline for subscriptions
Date of next meeting	Wednesday December 1st at Liz Potter’s – 7.30 pm


